Name: Apoorva Sharma  
Program: Clinical Anatomy  
When did you begin graduate school at Creighton?
August 2016
Why would you be a good candidate for this position?
I possess several attributes which would make me an ideal candidate for this position. First, I am an outgoing and inclusive person. I have a diverse group of friends allowing me to understand many perspectives, and what several different people enjoy. Additionally, I am creative and responsible enabling me to plan fun events while also maintaining the safety of all the students involved. Finally, I understand the busy schedule of the graduate and professional school students, and would try and accommodate all the events to best fit everyone’s test schedule.

What experience or qualifications do you possess that would help you serve in this position?
In college, I served as my sorority’s Social Chair for a year where I had the responsibility of planning events and booking venues. Thus, I have experience working with a budget, and more importantly, planning events around a budget. In addition, I am an Omaha native so I am savvy to the unique and entertaining activities/events Omaha as to offer. Finally, I have attended several social events ranging from professional networking events to your typical “college party.” Thus, I can integrate elements from several types of events to plan fun and meaningful programs that everyone will enjoy.

List potential goals and ideas for the position:
- Charity social events (food drive/bake sale, dunk tank, beer keg where money is donated to charity)
- Halloween party
- A formal event/“med school prom” around winter perhaps
- Ice skating at the Conagra rink during the winter
- Thanksgiving potluck
- Party Gras (mardi gras) during March
- Back to school “welcome party”
- Jazz on the Green at midtown crossing during August
- Sip and Stroke (wine and painting)
- Cooking classes
Besides graduate coursework, what other time commitments do you have (jobs, organizations, committees, etc.)?

In addition to my graduate coursework, I also work part-time at Creighton Hospital as a Cardiac Monitor Specialist. As a monitor tech, I perform EKGs throughout the hospital, as well as monitor telemetry, pacemaker, and in-room monitoring devices. Additionally, I work on an “as needed” biases at my family’s medical spa in mid-town crossing.

If elected, I understand and accept the duties of the office. Also I understand that my application will be made available online to all Graduate School students.

Apoorva Sharma  
11/4/16
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